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selection

LIFE SIZE POSTERS

Get these life size, full color Busch Bunk
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BRASS BED - T h i s is a n incredible
poster! A b r a s s bed in your room
for just 2 bucks. Don't p a s s it up.
WINDOW—A Busch Cowboy makes
a getaway out of your room. Look for
the rattlesnake hatband!

Bosch Bunk House Life Size Post**
HERE'S H O W TO ORDER
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#
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Window poster(s) at $2.00 each (P-14D
Door poster(s) at $2.00 each (P-140)
Bed poster(s) at $2.00 each (P-139)
set(s), one of each poster at $5.00 perse

Make check or money order payable to Busch Bunkr
Poster Offer.
Your Name
Address
City

State

Mail to: Project Inc.

6301 Manchester
St. Louis, MO 63139

Allow
4-6 weeks
«
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wco»w for delivery where prohibited. Offer got*
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savage prods.
The Rollins Sandspur, Florida's
oldest college newspaper, was
established in 1894 with the
following editorial:
"Unassuming yet mighty, sharp
and pointed, well rounded yet
many sided, assidiously
tenacious, yet as gritty and
tenacious as its name implies,
victorious in single combat and
therefore without peer,
wonderfully attractive and
extensive in circulation, all these
will be focused upon
investigation to be among the
extraordinar / qualities of the
Sandspur."
The Rollins Sandspur is a
publication produced
by the students of Rollins
College. Sandspur offices are
located in the Student Center,
Rollins College. The Rollins
Sandspur is produced at The
Type People, 1524 Formosa
Ave., Winter Park, FL. and
printed at the Oviedo Outlook,
Oviedo, FL.
In an effort to establish a
continuing dialogue within the
Rollins community, the Rollins
Sandspur promotes discussion
indigeneous to the scholastic
environment. Therefore this
paper encourages students to
voice their opinions or concerns
on pertinent issues in the form
of letters to the editor.
Letters will be printed on a
space-avaHable basis. All letters
must be signed and must be
received by the Tuesday before
the paper appears. All letters
should be addressed: Editor,
Rollins Sandspur, Box 2742,
Rollins College.
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BE BEAUTIFUL FOR THE HOLIDAYS
AND
ALWAYS
WITH
OUR
NATURAL LINE OF SKIN CARE AND
COSMETICS

At Papagallos

GIFT CERTIFICATES ARE AVAILABLE FOUR OUR FACIALS AND
GIFT IDEAS. COME IN TO SEE
MARIA AND SEE A NEW YOU!

330 Park Ave. South
Winter Park, FL 32789

TheAIA
Homeforthe
lolidays"
Holida
FlightFlaiL
FLY AND HIDE TO PHILADELPHIA, NEWARK OR
NEW YORK CITY. $199.95 ROUNDTRIP.

mm

Here's how it works. Take off any time between December 22nd and 26th on
A1A to Atlantic City. Then continue to 30th Street Station in Philadelphia,
Newark Airport or the Port Authority Terminal in New York City on special
AIA motor coach shuttles. After the holidays, it works the same in reverse
between January 1st and 10th. See your Travel Agent. Or call AIA toll-free
800-545-2500.

ATA, American
Z/J2E£% International
jjf Airways
Jim Flanagan's Nautilus Fitness Center
. . . since 1973
Central Florida's Original Nautilus
• 30 Minute Fitness
Program
• 10 Nautilus-Trained
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Our Members
• Free Health Analysis
• Lose Inches
• Lose Weight
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• Improve Endurance
• Strength
Conditioning
Programs
• Increase Flexibility
• Programs For Men
and Women
Coming Soon
Lady Nautilus

Corrine Drive Orlando
(305) 896-4127
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£5
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Nautilus Fitness is Our Business
-COUPON
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Letters
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A Student Activity
Paul Vonder Heide
President
Student Association
Rollins College
Dear Paul:

I write to thank you both personally and on
behalf of the Advisory Committee for the
communication from the Student Senate
concerning the radio station. The Advisory
Committee is composed of Rick Bommelje,
Director of Non-Credit Continuing Education;
Gordon Fraser, General Manager of WPRK; Charles
Rodgers, Professor of Theatre and Speech; Ober
Tyus, Director of Public Affairs; Ward Woodbury,
Professor of Music; and myself. Acting on the
authorization of President Seymour and the
directive of the Council on Administration and
Budgets, this Advisory Committee came together
at my invitation last spring, following a broadbased assessment of the radio station. We met
today and, among other business, discussed the
resolution of the Student Senate asking for
expansion of programming to include progressive
music. The Advisory Committee has full
responsibility for station policy.
We believe it may help us in our mutual interest
in the station and its potential to clarify our current
understanding of its mission. In what I hoped was a
constructive response to criticism of WPRK from
alumni, faculty, and friends in 1981 to review the
programming of the station and to make
recommendations. This committee was chaired by
Bettina Beer and was composed of students,
faculty, and staff. After thorough functional
analysis, this group concluded that the primary
objectives of the station are:
1. to project and present aspects of the life of

Sandspur Short
On News
Dear Editor:

/ have just waded through the mass of iI logic
which purports to be a review of WPRK in the
November 23 issue. The Sandspur must have been
short of news this week to have devoted so much
space to an opinion article. However, nothing
daunted, as the saying goes, I have tried to think
through an appropriate response, and I believe that
the enclosed copy of a recent letter to Paul Vonder
Heide regarding the Student Senate resolution on
WPRK given the facts about our radio station.
It may be sufficient (but I fear it may not be) to
say that the institution has a responsibility to strive
for programming which speaks well of the place
and truly serves the community toward which the
station is beamed. One person's "potential" is
another's poison. Who, then, should decide which
of a variety of program options are exercised? We
have tried with Interested students, faculty, and
administrators, to answer that question carefully,
reasonably, and constructively.
Of "Savage" I ask: On the basis of what a priori
judgment are we to conclude that the "potential"
for broadcasting "progressive" music on WPRK is
one we necessarily ought to strive to fulfill?
Sincerely,
Robert F. Duvall
Vice President

Rollins College to the surrounding community
through the broadcasting of Chapel services,
concerts, lectures, athletic events, etc.;
2. to serve the local community of alumni and
friends with a combination of music programs
and non-credit educational offerings, which
speak well of the quality and character of
Rollins;
3. to be an instrument of the public relations
program of the College, in communicating its
activities and events and in fostering esteem
for the College on the part of those who
support it;
4. to offer informal, practical opportunities for
interested students to have hands-on
experience with radio broadcasting.
These purposes were reaffirmed and further
clarified in the spring of 1982, when the ad hoc
committee was reconvened to review the current
situation at the station. Specifically, Dr. Beer's
committee recommended that the continuing
education potential of the station be explored by
Rick Bommelje and that the core of programming
continue to be classical music.
This is the course we are now following.
We were fortunate to obtain the services of
Gordon Fraser, a real "pro" in the radio business. A
format for this Fall Semester was set. Instead of
complaints, as in the past, we have been receiving
numerous compliments from alumni and friends
since broadcasting was resumed a month ago. But
our base of public support is fragile, our image is
fuzzy, and our budgetary constraints severe.
The Advisory Committee believes, therefore, that
any programming changes or additions should be
deferred until Winter Term, at the earliest. We
believe a steady course must be maintained at
least through the Fall Term. We need to know what

we are doing well and consistently -- and let m
people know that we are doing so.
In the spirit of cooperation suggested byyo
resolution , though, let me invite you, as Pres
of the Student Association, to appoint a stude
serve on the Advisory Committee. Please let nr
know whom you have assigned and we will inv
him/her to all future meetings. Further, let mei
you and that individual to gather interested
students and to develop a full and complete
proposal on how students can be more involve
WPRK, including support of current programm
(classical music, sports, news, Academic Outli
and any expanded programming (progressive
music and other suggestions). That proposal
should include specific commitments for staffi
programming and back-up. It needs to be write
and designed in direct consultation with Statio
Manager Fraser and Non-Credit Continuing
Education Director Bommelje.
If your appointed Advisory Committee memb
will then present the plan -- which should cover
from January 1 through Commencement -toon
committee at a mutually convenient date in earl
December, I will promise full and thoughtful
consideration of its content for possible
implementation in January.
-It may be worth noting in this context that we
also continuing to explore the prospect of a caff
system, to be a student enterprise. As the statin
now is, it is not a student activity like, say,
Sandspur or the Tomokan. It is a vehicle of Collet
relations.
Sincere!
Robert F. C

Nordstrom Supports Plea
Dear Editor
/ support Gary Williams's plea for increased
merit scholarship money for the simple reason that
I want to see the best students possible coming to
Rollins, those who are most interested in learning
and growing intellectually and culturally.
Some may ask: Why not be satisfied with
teaching and helping any student who might
manage to come? That motive is commendable at
the level of mandatory public education. But this
aristocentric college, aiming to be the best that it
can, needs the most capable and highly motivated
students in order to challenge and be challenged by
the best obtainable faculty.
The more exciting their students, the greater the
psychic rewards reaped by the faculty, who may
find it a privilege worth some monetary sacrifice to
teach at the top of their bent.
Nonetheless, it has been argued that
"increases" in faculty salary over the last dozen
years, except for those won through promotion
have not increased the net income of the faculty,
relative to inflation. This issue needs public
clarification, I think, before our debate over
budgetary priorities can reasonably continue. Is the
faculty, in order to attract better students, to hold
weir current salary levels or to consider lower pay
in "real" dollars?
Then we must ask: if better students deserve
monetary incentives for their meritorious
performances, why not also the faculty?
Yours,
Allan Nordstrom
Associate Professor of English
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Director Says Article Was Based
On Opinion
Dear Editor
In the November 23,1982 edition of Sandspur, a
"news" article was presented about the Rollins
College Radio Station, WPRK—FM. Unfortunately,
this lengthy article was based on opinion, not fact.
In an effort to clarify the reported misconceptions,
following is an update on thge progress of the
radio station.
At the end of the 1982 spring term, WPRK was in
such a state of confusion that the decision was
made to curtail broadcasting during the summer
months. On June 1,1982 the Radio Station was
placed under the Division of Non-Credit Programs.
This organizational move was designed to closely
affiliate WPRK with an academic unit.
A search was conducted to attract a qualified
manager who would be responsible for the daily
operations of the station. On Auqust 1,1982 Mr
Gordon Fraser, a former NBC arid ABC
radio/television professional, was hired. Mr.
Fraser's goals were threefold: 1) to assemble and train a completely volunteer staff; 2)
to coordinate the repair and replacement of station
equipment; and 3) to implement a program format
that emerged from the recommendations of the
WPRK Task Force and that was endorsed by the
Council on Administration and Budget during May
1982.
On Monday, September 27,1982, WPRK began
transmitting again with a professional approach in
full compliance with Federal Communications'
Commission's regulations. The current format

consists of classical music, educational offeringsincluding a 10-week, non-credit course entitled
"History of Radio and Television,"the academic
outlook interview show that highlights Rollins
College, campus activities (i.e. athletic events,
chapel services, lectures etc.) and news provided
byThe Associated Press.
Normally, the advertising costs involved in
reopening a radio station are substantial. Due to
Mr. Fraser's efforts, numerous public service
announcements were made about WPRK in The
Orlando Sentinel, The Little Sentinel, andThe
Outlook.The dollar value of this exposure was
tremendous.
The volunteer staff consists of students, faculty
and community citizens. The following personnel
have participated in the Station's operation during
the Fall term: Jim Bowden, Jim Ramsey, Rick
Campbell, Bill Wood, Bucky Stemmer, Geoff
Macover, Cynthia Darrach, Melinda Blankenburg,
Paul Smergel, Jane Stones, Dave Breenberg, David
Harrah, andJanice Griffith; faculty administrate rsDr.Charles Rodgers, Dr. Ward Woodbury, Dr. Susan
Lachman, Dr. David Currie, Dr. Sylvia Reynolds and
Mr. Ober Tyus; community citizens - Sue Trecasse,
Al Simmons, Dorothy Houk, Louis Fink, Charles
Davis and Bernard Guzinski. All staff members are
auditioned and trained by Mr. Fraser.
It should be noted that there are plans for
expanding and extendinq the proqram format in
the future. On October 24,1982, the WPRK Advisory
Committee formally invited the Student
Association to gather interested students to

develop a proposal on how students can be more
involved in WPRK, including support of current
programming and any expanded programming(
progressive music and other suggestions).
Additionally, a student representative has been
appointed to the WPRK Advisory Committee.
During the past two months of operation.WPRK
has clearly established itself as a professional Va ly
operated college radio station. Every effort will bne
made to continue the progress that has already
been made.
During the past two months of operation, WPRK
has clearly established itself as a professionally
operated college radio station. Every effort will be
made to continue the progress that has already
been made. However, it will require the continued
support of the entire Rollins community.
In conclusion, the primary goal of WPRK is to
develop its potential to the fullest extent. It seems
counterproductive for the Sandspur to feature a
"news" article that completely distorts reality,
especially since the author has not worked at
WPRK since May of 1982.

Sincerely,
Richard K. BOMMELJE
Director

• • .; .

Simple Justice:
??

Another Sermon

Of Sorts
Dear

?9

Editor:

I congratulate you on your recent article calling
attention to faculty budgetary priorities. Indeed
calling our attention to ANYpriorities is refreshing!
Moral issues that go beyond the mundane(whether
international, national or local) do not tend to be
high on our campus agenda.
Sister Kate

Give to the
American Cancer Society
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World A f fairs
The World
Around Us
words: vassily barberopolous
Albania
Albania's new head of state is Romiz Alia. He
succeeds Haxi Lleshi who held the post for 30
years.
Rome
Sergei Antonov, 34, was arrested in Rome on
suspicion of complicity in Pope John Paul's
attempted assassination last year. It is rumoured
that the KGB was behind the assassination
wanting to end the Pope's life because he is a
Catholic, a Pole, and interferes with pontics.
Ghana
flight-Lieutenant Jerry Rawlings, Ghana's head
of the military Goverment, claimed to have put
down a coup attempt by "radical" soldiers in the
capital, Accra.
Bogota
22 people are feared dead as a twin-engine
domestic airliner crashed in a mountainous area.
The plane was flying from San Jose to Bogota.
OAU
The Organization of African Unity summit in
Tripoli failed to open because of a dispute over
Chad's status.
West Germany
Chancellor Helmut Kohl declared West
Germany's commitment to deploying U.S. cruise
and Pershing-2 nuclear missiles as from next year
according to the NATO policy.
India
Police arrested 580 Sikh militants in New Delhi
and the Punjab to avert disturbances during the
Asian Games.
Give it a think
Last Saturday on the 27th of
November, 40 Ku Klux Klan members
were going to conduct their first march
in Washington DC since 1925. A crowd
of 3,000 anti-klan protesters was
awaiting them. The police hastily had to
accompany them out of town in order to
prevent an incident.
Question: if the 40 KKK members had
been black would the police have
protected them?

Change in Hong Kong
Status Would Yield
Economic
Consequences
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words: vassily barberopolous

Last year, on the 19th of October 1981, the
population of Greece was called to the polling
stations to elect its new Prime Minister. Andreas
Papandreou, a former University of California
economics professor, married to a U.S. citizen, won
an overwhelming victory with his Socialist party.
His opposition, the New Democratic party led by
the ex-Prime Minister George Rallis, has faded
quietly into the background.
The Socialist Party's one word slogan during the
election period was "Allaghi". (This means in
modern Greek "change".) The Socialists
interpreted this change as a "change" from the
bad, corrupted and inefficient way of ruling of the
democratic party with the goal of creating a better
Greece.
The Greeks expressed their dissatisfaction
towards the policies of the democrats by voting for
the "change". The other "best" choice they had
was Communism, something unthinkable to the
average Greek person considering that only thirty
years have elapsed since the crushing of the
communists during their civil war.
Today, over a year has passed since the
socialists have taken over. The question which has
been created as time has gone by is if the Greeks
received the "change" they asked for. If yes, to how
much does it amount for?
Andreas, during his campaign, promised the
populace that he would curb official corruption
which as he asserted, had reached "fantastic"
heights. He also vowed to streamline the
administration. Today, as he says, he is trying to
decentralize the government authority "giving for
the first time the opportunity to the civil servants to
take decisions". It seems that he has not
considered the difficulties and consequences of a

pronounced "Alia
sudden decentralization. The local officials*)
their inadequate experience and irresponsibili
will be submitted to pressure from special
interests, thus inefficiency and corruption wil
increase.
He claimed.he got Greece out of Nato beca
wasn't supporting the Interests of Greece.T«
however, he decided it is wise that Greece sta
the alliance and asked the parliament to reco
the agreement when It re-entered the alliance
The former government was constantly atti
by the Socialists because it supported the
American bases in Greece. Andreas preach
the American bases should be "booted out."l
interview after the elections he stated "afters
thought I believed it would be better to comei
negotiations with the Americans and get in
exchange for the bases more sophisticated^
and weaponry, and also that the Greek public
the right to be informed on what is happening
This summer Mr. Haig visited Greece and bo
and Andreas struck up a deal "beneficiaryto
sides."
Improvement of the educational systemwi
of Andreas' first objectives. He critisized itas
"a bit better than that of Italy." His propositi!
to establish two-year colleges for studentsie
from university admission. This would satisfy
parents most of all because their child would
succeed in receiving a diploma, but it wouldf
solve the educational problem. The weaknes
the educational system include extreme
politicization, which leads to frequent strikes
professors more devoted to their prerequisite

" G R E E C E , " continued on

Column

w o r d s : mike Korei

D o n ' t Allow W o o d e n Nickels To Be
Taken From Your Pockets

words: allistar craig
Hong Kong is a colony of 5.2 million people,
most of whom are ethnic Chinese. At present, Hong
Kong is a British colony and has been for the past
140 years. Britain acquired H.K. in the 1840's as the
spoils of a war over opium. There Were three
treaties involved in H.K.'s acquisition; two ceded
H.K. island plus the tip of Kowloon peninsula to
Britain in perpetuity. The third leased the New
Temtones for ninety nine years. The New Temtones
are a vital part of H.K.'s existence, because they
account for 90% of its land and most of its food. All
three treaties expire in 1997.
The communist government in Peking does not
recognize the treaties because it maintains Britain
used gun boat diplomacy to bully the Chinese
authorities of that time, into ceding H.K. On the
other hand, Britain holds the view that the treaties
are valid under international law. Herein lies the
basic problem. China wants sovereignty over H.K.
returned to Peking in 1997, while Britain wants to
negotiate the future status of H.K.
China and Britain have decided to open
negotiations which will lead to a settlement. A
settlement is vital in order to maintain coficence in
H.K.'s economy. The threat of communist rule has
already caused jitters and fears in H.K. In reality,
China will have to compromise because H.K. is the
most important source of foreign exchange; 40% of
her foreign exchange comes through H.K. H.K. is
also important as an access to China's entrepeneurs. A change in the status of H.K. would
have serious economic consequences.

The evolution of man's questioning
nature seems to have advanced from
the remedial question of "why" to the
related inquiry which asks "how." A
democratic society relies upon an
electorate which exhibits
inquisitlveness and directs these two
questions to their elected
representatives whenever new
legislation Is proposed. Unfortunately,
Americans have had the tendency to
simply ask "why", and subsequently
accept this proposal if it appears to be
advantageous, and have overlooked
their responsibility to ask how such
legislation will be financed. Americans
in the 1960s knew what the Great
Society Program was designed to
accomplish but did they realize that it
would be funded by federal deficit
spending which created rampant
inflation in the 1970s? As constituents
in a democratic society we have the
responsibility to ask both "why" and
"how" questions about the job creation
legislation which is pending in
Congress.
In the face of a 10.4% level of
unemployment it is apparent that the
purpose of this legislation is to trim the
lines at the unemployment offices.
Specifically, these jobs will address the

problem of a decaying highway system
in our country. The idea of addressing
two problems with one piece of
legislation is a legacy of public works
legislation in the New Deal program.
This leads to the "how" portion of our
inquiry which the Roosevelt
administration did not address — how
do you finance large public assistance
programs?
It appears as though our government
is evolving because the Reagan
administration has expressed concern
about the funding of this federal
program. President Reagan has voiced
his support for a 5$ per gallon tax
increase on fuel and congressional
approval for this revenue generating
proposal seems certain. The Reagan
administration has perhaps evolved to
stage were It asks pertinent questions
about federal financing for public work
programs but it certainly has not
displayed the ability to choose the best
means for generating additional tax
revenue.
Gasoline taxes are regressive and
therefore affect the less fortunate more
severely than those individuals with a
" N I C K E L S , " c o n t i n u e d o n pg. 15
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NEWS
'82 Phonathon
Best Ever

World Hunger Committee
Raises Over $3,000

For four nights the week of November 15, sixtyeight student and alumni volunteers gathered at
the Park Avenue Barnett Bank for the Fall 1982
Rollins Fund Phonathon. They telephoned alumni
across the country to ask their pledges to The
Rollins Fund, the college's largest fund-raising
program that includes what used to be called the
Alumni Annual Fund.
Marilyn O'Connor, Director of The Rollins Fund,
declared this the most successful effort since
phonathons were begun at Rollins one year ago. It
raised $25,029 which goes toward reducing tuition
increases.
Anne Kelley '82 and Val Wroblewski '82 cochaired the student teams, and Doug Kerr '66
chaired the alumni teams. Best callerswere
Marilyn Cuzzi (Winter Park Community), Jackie
Buckley '85, George Boyle '84, and Bill Gailey '80,
who won dinners for two. Free subs went to Emily
O'Leary '86, Lisa Armous '83, Jim Gregory '85, and
Doug Storer '83.
Pictured here are some of the phoners in action.
The next Rollins Fund Phonathon is scheduled for
February.

david lord

words: bill wood
The World Hunger Committee, by
force and philanthropy, raised over
$3,000 in its recent Fall activities. The
money came from " ransom money "
given in the Great Campus Caper on
November 12th, validine pledges by
students, and faculty pledges given at
the faculty colloquium on the 12th to
prevent the abduction of Dr. Hoyt Edge
from the meeting.
On the afternoon of the twelfth,
leaders of all the Greek organizations
on campus, head residents and RA's of
all the major dorms, and
representatives of various other groups
were lured to the studios ofWPRKunder
the pretense of a few hours of service
for the W.H.C. When they had arrived,
Dean Wettstein explained that they
were now hostage, until they raised
pledges from their organizations to free
them, which were preset by the
Committee. Generally the organization
had to raise a total of $1.00 for each of
its members to get their leader back.
The hostages were allowed to send
runners to their dorms, use the phone,
and broadcast their message over the
air via WPRK.
Over $1300 was raised by the leaders
to free themselves. This was not the end
of the afternoon's activities, however.
Several members of the World Hunger
Committee broke into the faculty

colloquim that afternoon threatening to
take Hoyt Edge hostage unless the
faculty put up some money to prevent
this. The faculty pledged over $700,
preventing the kidnapping.
The following week, the World
Hunger Committee asked for pledges in
Beans, which were made on student's
validine cards. They were asked to
contribute what they felt they would eat
during one day, and then fast on
November 18th as a representation of
this contribution, although the fast was
optional. Over $1,100 was contributed
by students. The fast began the night
of the 17th, and lasted throughout the
following day, Thursday, ending with a
break-fast ceremony that night in
Sullivan House with monster bread and
stew.
The World Hunger Committee
will become visible again in the Spring,
when they put on the fourth annual "
"Feed the People" benefit concert. The
head of the committee, junior Dana
Ballinger, says the date is not finally set
yet, but will be either the Friday <?r
Saturday night of Parent's Weekend,
February 25th and 26th. Last year's
concert, featuring Lock, Stock and
Barrel, raised over $3,500. The
committee hopes to top that this
Spring.

Cancelled Courses Show
Profitable Side
words: jina mullett

chris goddu

Just after pre-registration week,
tomb-stones and other signs of
mourning began to dot the walls of
Orlando Hall, all bearing the names of
courses which were to have been
offered in this coming spring term.
These posters were dedicated by
disappointed professors and English
majors to the many cancelled classes in
the department.
In a meeting of both interested
students and faculty on Thusday,
November 18th, reasons for the
problem and possible solutions were
discussed. Among the reasons
mentioned was the instituting of a
"wish list" (a list of classes which
students requested on a questionnaire
circulated early in the year). Many nonmajors concerned with getting an "L"
requirement desired to see more
sections of Introduction to Literature.
In the past, students not able to get
into this Intro class enrolled in upper
division electives like most of the
cancelled classes in order to pass this

requirement. Also mentioned was a lack
of diversity in course offerings (three
courses involving women in literature
were cancelled), and insufficient or
misleading course descriptions.
To prevent a future recurrence of this
situation, some suggested that the
professors make a list of elective
courses that they would like to teach,
and ask for student reactions. It was
also mentioned that better course
descriptions would help to increase
interest in elective classes. There is
also a feeling that smaller classes in
the upper-level electives with fewer nonmajors might ultimately benefit the
course.
The cancellation of many potentially
good courses, though disappointing,
does seem to be having a profitable
side effect in that both students and
faculty in the English department are
working together toward the formation
of a program which could be even better
than it has been in the past.

STAY ABOVE IT ALL!
JAVIER
FORMERLY OF
GLAMOUR QUOURUM
INVITES YOU TO EXPERIENCE A
UNIQUE TOTAL FASHION SALON
<£et€t& wuzAv ifou a blab.

..

CZtSfa&e
DESIGNERS OF HAIR AND FACE
Also

bill gailey

Available:

MAKE-UP ELECTROLYSIS
MANICURES,
AND PEDICURES

SPRINGS PLAZA, HWY. 434
(305) 869-6619
25% Discount with
Rollins i.D.
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New
Briefs

Campus- Wid\

Question: "How do you I
system this year under t
meet for an averages
week?...
H o w hoi

Tickets are available in the Chapel
Office for the traditional Candlelight
Christmas Vespers. Four services will
be offered; the one for students,!acuity,
staff and their families will be
Sunday,December 12 at 8.30p.m. Stop
by the Chapel Office or check with your
RA for tickets.
On Sunday, December 12 at 11 a.m., an
Advent Communion Service will be held
in the Chancel of the Chapel.

Lisa Smart: It's great. It's better 'cause
you have more spare t i m e . . . more
study time.

Illlll
CHRISTMAS BREAK
The Residence Halls will be closed
for Christmas Break beginning on
Friday, December 17, at 5 p.m. until
Sunday, January 2,1983, at 8 a.m. It will
not be possible for students to remain
in the Residence Halls during this
period. The hot water and heat will be
turned off. The Beanery will close after
lunch on December 17 and reopen at
dinner on January 2,1983.
Arrangements will be made to
accomodate the members of the Men's
and Women's Basketball Teams in one
or two of the Residence Halls.
Make your travel plans now to avoid
the heavy holiday traffic.
Students with any special problems
should notify the Housing Office.

SUBLETTING YOUR ROOM FOR
WINTERTERM
With the return of students from the
Study Abroad program, it appears that
our demand for on-campus housing
may exceed our available space. Any
student who is going to be away for the
Winter Term may sign up with the
Housing Office to sublet his room. If the
Housing Office uses your room, your
account will be credited for the Winter
Term room charge. This charge is $138
for a double room and $177 for a single.
Every effort will be made to allow you to
indicate the person on our list whom
you would perfer to sublet your room.
Sign up with Joan Reitz in the
Housing Office to sublet your room.

On Friday the 19th of November Sullivan House and
the United Campus Ministry sponsored a Sesshin
overnite retreat. Abbess Gessin of the Mt. Baldy Zen
center in California was the Zen Master. A group of 20
students, faculty and staff attended. Participants sat
in Zazen for extended periods, ate simple but
delicious meals prepared by the Shoji. Different Zen
exercises were practiced and chants filled the hall
with harmonious sound. The retreat ended with a talk
called a Teisho and Koans were presented from other
Zen masters.

Are you an enthusiastic Rollins
student? Would you like to give the
magic to others? The Rollins
Admissions department is sponsoring a
Christmas Crusade. Over the Christmas
break you meet students from your
town who are interested in learning
more about Rollins College.
To learn more about the Christmas
Crusade come to the meeting
Wednesday, December 8th at 4:00 p.m.

Paul Vonder Heide: I think it's g r e a t . . .
THINK IT'S GREAT!!! I think the new
system gives students the opportunity
to pursue their educational objectives
outside the classroom and makes the
time in class more worthwhile.

Sherry Jackson: I think it's better
'cause It gives you more time for
studying to prepare for the class.

John Eggert ("JT"): I think it's go
like it. I think the most valuable^
takes place by the student on \
o w n . . . the class is more the din
to guide him. It also gives usiw
to goof off and go to the pool.

Change In Student Aid ft
words: bill loving director of student aid
Students receiving aid for 1982-83 as
well as those intending to apply for aid
for 1983-84 should be aware of changes
currently being made.
An important meeting has been
called for students who intend to renew
aid for 1983-84. There will also be more
reductions in the Florida Tuition
Voucher for the current academic year
and the renewal process has been
delayed at the federal level for 1983-84.
As a result of shortfall in Florida
sales tax revenue, the Florida Student
Financial Assistance Commission has
reported further reductions in the
Florida Tuition Vouchers for the current
academic year (1982-83). In addition, a
larger number of students applied for
the Voucher this year and allocated
funds may not be sufficient to cover the
increase. Earlier this year the Florida
legislature allowed for a pro rata
reduction of Vouthers in such cases A
two percent reduction in the Voucher
was made for the fall term, reducing its
value from $750 to $735. Tallahassee
Would not project the amount of new
reductions but it is speculated the final
value could be less than $700 for the

academic year. To further complicate
matters, the reductions will not be
announced until April 1983.
A complex lawsuit coupled with
deliberate delay in the U.S. Department
of Education has thrown the student aid
delivery system behind schedule for
1983-84. Normally, the Financial Aid
Form (FAF) would already be available
in aid offices as well as high school
guidance offices. Due to the delays, the
FAF will probably not arrive until after
the Christmas holidays, throwing the
Rollins aid process behind schedule.
Students are usually expected to take
the FAF home at Christmas, mailing the
completed form during the first week of
January. As a result of the late FAF, the
Rollins deadline for completed renewal
forms has been moved from February
15 to March 1. Priority date for new aid
applications is March 15 instead of
March 1. Students applying for renewal
of aid or applying for the first time
should obtain the Application for
Student Aid, currently available in the
Student Aid Office. Since no parental
signature is required, students can
complete this form before the holidays.
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about the new
your classes
fewer minutes per
affected you?"

Henricus Van der Lee: I think it's
excellent. I think it's a good idea
because for a lot of courses here you
don't really need a teacher.. .if you
have a book. For a lot of courses you do
[need a teacher] but otherwise you
don't.

Dedrick Owens: I think the fact that we
have fewer classes per week means that
when we go to the classes we get more
homework and I think that presents a
problem. Less explanation is being
done in class and we're expected to
learn more on our own.

Terri Fitton: I like it better, but I feel
got a lot more classwork to do.

'82-'83

've

Rich LeVine: I think it's good if you have
good teachers, but if you have boring
teachers it's b a d . . . because you have
to see them in some cases for longer
classes now.

Dr. Edmondson (History): I'm having
trouble dealing with it. While at one
level I obviously understand the
difference, once I get back into class I
tend to forget. The first week I taught
without remembering the new system at
all.

Marybeth Williams: I think it's
g o o d , . . 'cause it gives me more time. I
think I'm not pressured as much.

V. RAND SALTSGAVER, P.A.

GRAND OPENING
SPECIAL

Specializing In

The application requires a notorized
signature and the Student Aid Office
provides this service at no charge to
Rollins students.
Renewal application requires filing
the FAF for 1983-84, the Application for
Renewal of Student Aid, a copy of the
parents'IRS Form 1040 for 1982, and
meeting the requirements of
satisfactory academic progress. The
first two steps toward renewal must be
completed no later than March 1, 1983.
All ctudents intending to renew aid
for next year should attend a meeting
on Thursday, December 9, at 4 p.m. This
meeting will be held in Crummer
Auditorium. Whatever forms are
available at that time will be handed out
along with an update on federal and
state aid programs for 1983-84. A
number of isses are under debate both
in Washington and Tallahassee. It is
vital that students be aware of the
potential effect of these changes. The
Rollins faculty governance is also
undertaking a review of aid funding for
1983-84. The meeting should last no
longer than one hour and is very
imDortant for renewal students.

Dr. Nordstrom (English): I'm happy witn
it. I think the way it eases up the week is
better. I think one of the challenges of it
is for the teacher to reconsider the
assignments properly -- the length and
the complexity. There used to be a
general rule of two hours per
c l a s s . . . now it should be at least 3-4
hours and that takes readjustment. On
the other hand the upshot of it is it's
making students take on more
responsibility for their education.

PERSONAL INJURY &
WRONGFUL!. DEATH

— -COMPLIMENTARY COUPON

GLASS OF WINE OR BOTTLE
OF DOMESTIC BEER WITH
PURCHASE OF A MEAL
(With Coupon — Expires 12/31/82)

DEFECTIVE PRODUCT
LITIGATION
CRIMINAL LAW
Initial Consultation
Available
Without Charge

An Exceptional Casual Dining Restaurant

(305) 841-0342

16 West Pine

"\

644-8420
499 W. FAIRBANKS AVE., WINTER PARK
0t\

DL

Cut Olak

Count*

THE NEW
PARK AVENUE
HAIR DESIGNERS

532 S. PARK AVE.
WINTER PARK, FL. 32789
FREE PARKING IN REAR

DISCOUNTS
FOR
STUDENTS

A fresh experience in dining

Off the Avenue )
PHONE
645-3665

rollins col]

MX/01in Library: Similar Histories
words: melanie tammen
What do the MX and the Olin Foundation's future
library have ki common? Manv staunch oooonents
of the MX missile claim it is intended to give the US
a "first-strike capability" over the USSR. At Rollins,
many staunch supporters of the new library, with
President Seymour heading the pack, hope that it
will help to give Rollins a similar "first-strike"
ability — projecting Rollins to a new standing
among the liberal arts institutions In the
southeastern US. The basing proposals of the MX
have been under close scrutinization and review for
several years. Likewise, the announcement of the
Olin grant last month marked the culmination of
four years of work on the part of many Rollins
administration and faculty members, under which
just about every open space on campus became
the victim of a "proposed basing mode".
An interview with the Provost, Robert Marcus,
revealed that the work began in 1978 when an
architecture and planning firm was hired to do a
"planning study" for a new library with which
Rollins could then approach a foundation. The firm
came up with a number of possibilities, one of
which was even to put the new library on the
Sandspur Bowl! (Marcus hastens to add that at no
time was that plan seriously considered). The firm's
finished plan called for a building that would be
located between Beans and Knowles, terraced into
the hill and "fastened on" to both of its neighboring
buildings. It would have no doubt been a tight
squeeze — considerably denser than the "dense
pack". The plan proposed an 80,000 square foot
structure, which is 50 percent larger than the plan
that the Olin Foundation settles on this year. When
the proposal was submitted to members of Olin
when they visited during the '78-79 school year, it
was not accepted for the very reason that many of
the Rollins courtiers-to-be liked it — it was
inconspicuous. The plan was filed away.
Late in the spring of 1980 Dr. Marcus cam to
Rollins and in a meeting with Robert Duvall (Vice
President for Development), Jesse Morgan
(Treasurer) and President Seymour he was asked
about the first thing he wanted to do as the new
man at Rollins. After he replied that he wanted a
new library they pulled out the old plan and showed
it to him. The four then invited four of Florida's
architectural firms to submit plans and set up a
panel of representatives from Mills Memorial
Library, the faculty, the administration, the board of

Opposition
words: bill viall
On January 26,1982 Vassily Efimov
arrived in the United States with his
wife and daughter. He had become
disenchanted with his native
government of Rumania and criticized it
openly. Vassily's emigration to the
United States culminated his political
dissent against the Rumanian
government.
Vassily grew up in a fishing
community in Tulcea, Rumania. His
ancestors were old believers in the
Russian Orthodox Church and fled the
religious prosecution of Tsar Alexis in
1660 to settle in Rumania. Vassily lived
in Tulcea for eighteen years until he
enrolled in the University of Bucharest,
where he majored in sociology.
Prior to 1966, Sociology had been
forbidden in most Communist countries
because it was seen as a "bourgeois"
science and a menace to the people. In
1966 a movement of social liberalization
began in Rumania which allowed
sociology to be introduced into the
college curriculum. This enabled
Vassily to study Marxism and the
sociology of families. Later he studied
the history of Western sociology using
books based upon Western
interpretations. The government's
sanction of such studies marked the
height of political toleration in
Rumania.
The period of social liberalization in

trustees and William Turner, the Dean of the School
of Architecture at Tulane University to evaluate the
proposals. Each of the four plans placed the new
library on the lawn in front of Mills Memorial
Library. That being all from which to choose, they
grudgingly accepted the Idea and chose one of the
firms, Rodgers, Lovelock & Fritz of Winter Park.
In December 1980, the panel submitted the
tentative plan to the Olin Foundation and the
courtiers began their two years of concentrated
wooing. At that point, it appeared that possibly Holt
Ave. would be closed to traffic and the library green
extended to Bush and Crummer, which meant
covering over the Administration Building parking
lot. It was a kind of adaptation of the "covered
trench" basing mode. I like to think they intended to
remove the "unmanned transporters" before they
would have spread the sod (at least Thad's cute
VW).
On August 13, the four members of Olin's board
of trustees met and decided on Rollins for their
grant. On October 2, two of the trustees came to
see the campus and, according to Marcus, "They
loved it. They immediately said they didn't want to
tear down the horseshoe." It was, moreover, then
that they started talking about the cost and the
amount of proposed square feet was scaled down
to 54,000, with the rationalization that Mills would
retain some library functions. As for the functional
specifics of the new library, Rollins' newly-hired
"consultant on the library program" is moving quite
quickly on the plans. He is Dr. Kaser, a professor at
Indiana University and a leading authority who has
designed libraries all over the world.
Dr. Marcus, looking down the road, says funds
will later have to be obtained for a new social
sciences building. Regarding the loss of Knowles,
Marcus points out that those professors who will
have cause to be sentimental go beyond the
History, Political Science and AnthropologySociology departments. There are some professors
in Bush, Dr. Blossey, Dr. Ross, Dr. Hellwege and Dr.
Mulson, who also taught there three years ago.
Marcus also regrets losing Knowles but adds, "You
know, we'll get all the professors together and have
a hell of a party in there the night before". As a
closing (sour?) note, I would like to add (although I
know it will cause hair in Pinehurst to stand on end)
that the wreaker bail has become a thing of the
past — Marcus says they'll be using dynamite.

Sandspur "Plunk It Down On There'
Basing Mode
"\.
Krtou)le&

ri

B^ans.

'Fastened On" Basing Option

Ol'.n

Hills

*..'<<
"Covered Parking Lot" Basing
Mode

Caused
Rumanian
Rumania ended in the Fall of 1971 and
was followed by a time of intellectual
intolerance. During this period of
transition, Vassily graduated from the
University to be appointed as a
professor's assistant. The position
allowed him to teach and research the
social problems of urbanization.
Further restrictions imposed by the
government forced Vassily to switch
from teaching philosophy and
economic sociology to sociology of
medicine.
During this time Vassily became
disenchanted with his work and with
the Rumanian government. He felt that
his studies had become sterile and
meaningless from the governmental
restrictions. At this time he became
disenchanted with the Communist state
and turned to study other political
systems. Having always criticized the
Rumanian political system, Vassily
began to actively oppose it.
That opposition caused the Rumanian government to send Vassily
abroad as a translator in conferences in
Norway. Thus, he had the opportunity to
continue his research in sociology and
travel around Europe. Upon his return to
Rumania, Vassily was fired from his job
with his prospects for finding other
employment slim. At that point he decided to apply for emigration to leave
Rumania. In 1981, Vassily and his

To Go

Abroad

family were allowed to emigrate from
Rumania to Italy and finally to America.
Vassily with his wife Nina and
daughter Anistasia now iive in Winter
Park. He currently works in the

language lab at Hauk Hall and will
teach a course this Winter on Eastern
European countries. Eventually, Vass
hopes to become a full time sociology
professor at Rollins.

CONTRIBUTE
POETRY
PROSE
SHORT STORIES
PHOTOGRAPHY
A N D ARTWORK
TO

CRUSHING
Publish Your Talent!
BQX2361
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The Rollins College

®S1©(M?&
1982-1983 Season
Sundays at 4 o'clock

in the Annie Russell

Theatre

December 12
Florida Symphony-Rollins Chamber Orchestra
Ward W o o d b u r y ,
Conductor
Music from "Egmont" Opus 84
Fantasia for Piano, Chorus and
Orchestra, Opus 80
Thomas Brockman, Piano
Bach Festival Choir

Beethoven
Beethoven

$

January 9
Vermeer Quartet
("Among
Quartet
Quartet
Quartet

the top quartets active today"
in B Flat Major, Op. 18, No. 6
No. 3
in E Minor, Op. 44, No. 2

- New York Times)
Beethoven
Britten
Mendelssohn

February 6
Solo Piano Recital
Sylvia Reynolds

$

March 13
Florida Symphony-Rollins Chamber Orchestra
Ward W o o d b u r y ,

Conductor
Aaron Copland .
Ross Rosazza, Narrator
Symphonie Concertante
Joseph Jongen
Alexander Anderson, Organ
(Knowles Memorial Chapel)
Lincoln Portrait

$
April 2
(Saturday
at 3
o'clock)

Mozart's
"The Abduction from the Harem"
In conjunction
with the Orlando Opera
Company
and the Annie Russell
Theatre
Directed by Dwight
Bowes
Ward Woodbury,
Conductor
&

April 17
Connoisseur Concert
Alphonse Carlo, Violin
Katherine Carlo, Piano
Charles Gottschalk, Trumpet
Ward Fearn, Horn
William Gallo, Trombone
Sonata in B Minor
Ottorino Respighi
Dinner Music for Brass Trio
Susan Lackman
First performance
Composed with the assistance of a grant from the
New Jersey State Council on the Arts
Sonata for Trumpet, Horn and Trombone
Francis Poulenc

Rollins College Music Faculty
Alexander A n d e r s o n , Organ and
Choirmaster
Thomas B r o c k m a n ,
Artist-in-Residence
A l p h o n s e Carlo, Violin
(Emeritus)
William Gallo, Department
Chairman and Music
History
Susan L a c k m a n , Theory and
Composition
Sylvia Reynolds, Piano

Ross Rosazza, Voice
Ward W o o d b u r y , Director

of the Concert

Series

J o h n Tiedtke, Trustee
Advisor
Rollins College Concert Series

(Limited Number of Student and Faculty Season
Tickets are still available at $10 and
$24 respectively.)
Rollins College

Box 2731, Rollins College
Winter Park, Florida 32789

646-2233

Annie Russell
Play Documents Eastern
European Judaism
The second play of the Annie Russell Theater
season, THE DYBBUK, is a tribute to Chassidism,
the last great movement in Eastern European
Judaism, before the liberating forces of modern
education began to erode the older beliefs.
THE DYBBUK is the dramatic retelling of the
Chassidic tale of a young girl's possession of a
dybbuk, the spirit of her former lover and the
eventual trial, religious exorcism and death of the
girl. Performances are scheduled December 9, 10,
11 in the Annie Russell Theatre on the campus of
Rollins College.
Before Chassidism, the religious Jew spent all
his intellectual and physical energy at the eternal
study of the Talmud, the volumes of commentary
on the Torah (the first five books of the Old
Testament), accumulated from generations of
commentators, He lived in fear and guilt; guilt for
the sin of uncleaness for which God continued to
punish Israel until that day when it should cleanse
itself and witness the coming of the Messiah; and
fear of the failure to observe one of the
innumerable minutae of the Law which governed
the smallest detail of daily life. Chaim Shitlowsky
compares him to "a hypochondriac living in
constant terror lest he forget to take the proper
medicine at the prescribed moment" Jews of this
period lived under a cloud of suffering.
In the 18th century, the famous holy man Rabbi
Israel, later known as "the Basht"pierced these
clouds with a ray of hope. Basing his studies on a
new interpretation of the Kabbala (certain books of
the Torah which could engender,
supposedly,
mystic, if not super-natural powers), he arrived at a
new philosophy which united worlds of the natural
and supernatural. If one could truly lose oneself in
the love of God, he could eventually, fuse his soul
with the divine source of the world.
Jews could thus cease to despair. The new
mysticism which evolved from the fusion of the
natural and the supernatural worlds endowed the
Rabbis and Saints with great spiritual power. The
people, feeling the security of this power, breathed
freely once more. Hope revived, despair turned to
joy, "brandy, song, and dance induced a mood of
pious
ecstasy."

ACROSS
1 City of Light
6 Clock faces
11 Natural
ability
12 Sends forth
14 Fish — fowl
15 Rips
17 Pilaster
18 Encountered
20 Choice part
22 Siamese coin
23 Slaughter of
baseball
25 Diving birds
27 French article
28 Halts
30 Nonplussed
32 Permits
34 Woody plant
35 Sandy
wastes
38 Raise the
spirit of
41 Teutonic
deity
42 Challenges
44 Walked on
45 Evil
47 Harbors
49 Cabin of a
type
50 A continent
52 Jumps
54 Symbol for
tellurium
55 Bare
57 Walked
unsteadily
59 Remains at
ease
60 Arabian,
for one
DOWN
1 Father or
mother

2 Jolson
3 Soak
4 Arrow poison
5 Bog down
6 Pervert
7 Exists
8 Real name of
2 Down
9 Moon goddess
10 Colonize
11 Heavy
volumes
13 Surfeited
16 Disturbance
19 Instruments
21 Habituate
24 Haste
26 Small fish
29 Part of a
sandal
31 Oyster
product
33 Walks
leisurely
35 Prohibit

•

2

3

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM

PRESS SERVICE
p u z z l e a n s w e r o n p g . 15
legally
36 Pencil part
37 Withered
39 Sounded a
horn
40 Inched along
43 Plays the
lead
4

5

11
14

15

18

19

23

24

45

33

50
55

•

"

22

38

47

17

39 40
44

48
52

^6

••

1

34

43

™

10

31

37

Re

9

26

30

42

8

"

25

35 36
41

7

27

29
32

46 Swan, for
example
48 Barracuda
51 DDE opponent
53 Notice
56 Near
58 French article

1 •z
8

16

20

28

COLLEGE

49
53

57
60

54
^6

___

i

•
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The One And Only Cobweb «*^
I am a happy man. A happy man am 1.1 take only
six courses and have lots of time. God dumped on
me all types of weird, peculiar and strange things.
One of my favorite pastimes is strolling around.
My whole Saturday from eight in the morning 'till
four was spent in an utterly splendid and creative
way, looking under bumble bushes, on trees, in
keyholes, trying to find something no one else has
seen on campus. I searched and searched,
sweating heavily, cursing to myself, causing my
pulse rate to increase rapidly. Finally, there it was,
right under my rockhard, steel, nevertheless, sweet
bed, waiting for me to survey it and immortalize it
on paper.
It started from a hole in my grotty and creamy
wall. A large hole with many corners and edges big
enough to poke the tip of my index finger into. The
gap was situated about five inches above my tiled
floor, which has a permanent, evenly spread
coating of dust and muck omitting the spicy
fragrance of beer. Around midnight, it becomes
the playground or battle zone of certain meagre and
weakly built beasts of varied sex and race. The web
was rolled across the full length of the bed to the
opposite wall, being supported halfway by an old
and moss-covered leather boot. It seemed to
provide adequate housing facilities to many
combatants of my underbed world. The web hung
loosely, swaying occasionally to and fro to the gust
created by my breathing, sagging in the middle
dangerously. It's diameter, not bigger than that of
my hair, evenly spread out, amazed me with its

extraordinary flexibility and strength.
This web was unlike the others one meets daily.
It was specially made with the talent of Leonardo
da Vinci, creativeness of Rafael, delicacy of El
Greco and the stability of Leceps. The web was
supported on either side by a plexus of thinner and
lighter cobwebs, symmetrically constructed, with
its foundations against my wall. Then I removed my
brand new, nylon covered mattress in order to
achieve an aerial view of my observation point. A
spectacular view it was. Something from outer
space, similar to the structure of our galaxy when
sketched or like the tent of the Munich Olympic
Stadium.
... .
I considered tasting a bit. So, I pulled politely,
with discrepancy, one of the foundations severing
it from the network, trying to make sure the damage
was not devastating. It did not taste awfully bad;
neither sweet nor sour, neutral rather, similar to the
taste of cotton wool dipped in healing powder. The
second experimental stage was to smell it.
According to my encyclopedia, cob webs omit a
strong smell which attracts other ugly looking
Dbjects. I was startled when it stuck on my nose,
just like bubble gum, difficult to remove. It seemed
that I had mucked around with the wrong type of
web, the capturing web, which is meant to entangle
Dther peculiar things, a prey for the spider.
Satisfied with my laboratory work and in-depth
analysis of spiders I will gracefully reside to my
-oom and enjoy the cozy comfort of my silk
Dedsheets.

Here's to Your Health
words: peggy merritt, A.R.N.P.
P.I.D. - Pelvic inf lamatory disease is an infection
anywhere in the woman's pelvic organs. It can
develop after childbirth, pelvic surgery, miscarriage or abortion. The most common cause of
pelvic infection today is bacteria or a microorganism that is spread through sexual
intercourse. In addition to Gonorrhea, other causes
are bacteria called chlamydia and mycoplasma. E.
Coli, B. Strep, Herpes, Trichomoniasis and Monilia
(yeast) do not cause pelvic infections.
Symptoms of PID can be sudden with severe
pelvic pain, temperature 102-104, shaking chills,
foul smelling or pus-like vaginal discharge, vaginal
bleeding or can be just annoying, persistant mild
pain in pelvic area or lower back or pain during
intercourse. The woman should suspect pelvic
infection especially if symptoms appear during or
right after menstrual period, if she has an IUD, has
been exposed to gonorrhea, has had PID before or
recently had a baby, mis-carriage, abortion or pelvic
surgery.
Do not ignore even mild symptoms because even
a subtle infection can permanently scar and
obstruct the fallopian tubes causing infertility. PID
also increases chances of having an ectopic or
tubal pregnancy. Each time a woman has PID she is
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dubois health center complex
at much higher risk of having it again. Most women
who have PID spend 4 to 10 days in the hospital. A
tubal pregnancy always requires surgery, both the
pregnancy and tube are lost. Sometimes the
ectopic pregnancy results in death, especially if the
tube ruptures. If surgery isn't performed
immediately, the woman can bleed to death.
Treatment for PID depends on how severe the
infection is. If hospitalization is not required,
treatment can be rest at home with antibiotics and
pain medication. Rest means pelvic rest - no sex,
no sports and no other activity that jolts or
boundes the pelvis. A check-up visit is required to
determine when the woman can return to her
normal activities. Never assume sterility after
having PID as all women who have PID do not
become infertile.
Protection against PID is avoiding exposure to
gonorrhea and chamydia and cleanliness before
and after intercourse. The male should use a
condom if there is any question about possibility of
infection. He may or may not have symptoms and
the female can have either infection without
obvious signs. The best protection is not to have
intercourse with someone who has more than one
sexual partner.

Exam

personal counselor
The R-Times has a helpful page just before the
final exam schedule called "Preparing for
Examinations." Good ideas. Going into the exam
stage of the term is something like running in a
marathon. The better you train before the race, the
better you'll perform. Training is both mental and
physical. The R-Times suggests some approaches
to mental training.
The physical training is just as crucial. This
means not going into finals run-down and with a
sleep deficit. "All nighters" may occasionally bring
success but are a big gamble, because there is a
good chance less knowledge will be absorbed in
the cramming and/or the test taker may "block"
from exhaustion and stress. Nutrition is an element
of training. Recent studies indicate that the body
under stress (i.e. exams) needs more vitamins and
minerals than usual. Yet, if you took at most

Stress
Distress

Final Exan
Ed.—This feature was contributed by John B.
Father of Marilyn Fisher Boynton, '63.
Instructions: Read each question carewny. j\m
all questions. Time limit: 4 hours.
(1) Medicine. You have been provided with a ram
blade, a piece of gauze, and a bottle of Scotch.
Remove your appendix. Do not suture your wort
until it has been inspected. You have 15 minuh
(2) History. Describe the history of the papacyk
its Origin to the present day, concentrating
especially but not exclusively on its social,
political, economic, religious and philosophic
impact on Europe, Asia, America and Africa.^
brief, concise, and specific.
(3) Public Speaking. Two thousand drug-crazed
aborigines are storming the classroom. Calmt
You may use any ancient language except Latin
Greek.
(4) Engineering. The disassembled parts of a I
powered rifle have been placed in a box on \
desk. You will also find an instruction manual
printed in Swahili. In 10 minutes a hungry fie/igi
tiger will be admitted to the room. Take whate*
action you feel is appropriate. Be prepared to
justify your decision.
(5) Sociology. What sociological problems m$
accompany the end of the world? Construct®
experiment to test your theory.
(6) Managerial Science. Define management.
Define science. How do they relate? Create a
generalized algorithm to optimize all managem
decisions. Assuming an 1130 CPU supporting
terminals, each terminal to activate youralgoil
design the communications interface andi
necessary control problems.
(7) Psychology. Based on your knowledge oftk
works, evaluate the emotional stability, degree
adjustment, and repressed frustrations ofeacl
the following: Alexander of Aphrodisias, Ram
Gregory of Nicea, Hammurabi, Gilgamesh. Sun
your evaluation with quotations from eachm
works. It is not necessary to translate.
(8) Political Science. There is a red telephoned
desk beside you. Start World War III. Reports
length on its socio-political effects, if any.
(9) Economics. Develop a realistic plan for
refinancing the National Debt. Trace theposi
effects of your plan on these areas: CubismJ
Donatist Controversy, the wave theory of light
(10) Epistemology. Take a position for or again
Truth. Prove the validity of your position^
(11) Physics. Explain the nature of matter,
in your answer an evaluation of the important
the development of mathematics on science.
(12) Philosophy. Sketch the development ot:to
thought; estimate its significance. Compare!
the development of any other kind of thought
(13) General Knowledge. Describe in detailM
(14) Extra Credit. Define the Universe; give Ito
examples.

From

student eating habits during exam periods, you'll
find students not taking time for balanced meals
and cramming junk and fast foods. Not only do
these "foods" not supply needed nutrition but may
overload the body with sugars and additives that
increase nervousness and tension.
Finally, the body needs physical exercise/activity
during this time of mental stress. Much nervous
energy and tension can be released through
rigorous activity such as Jogging, tennis,
swimming. If you've been sitting at your desk for
hours and are havina trouble stavina focused » I A H
and motivated, you probably* needto S K S & S J
active. Vigorous activity gets the circulation going,
pumps up" the body, "cleans out the mental
cobwebs, and may help you study more elf icientty.
So you may find it useful to pace yourself w i t h ?
balance of mental and physical activity on a daily

Becoming

basis. Even if you only take a five minute break to
run energetically up and down a staircase until
your heart rate is rapid, you may increase your
study efficiency and reduce stress.
A certain amount of stress is useful in Q6**'"^
the adrenalin going to become alert and product
But you must monitor your stress level to be awj
of when you are emotionally and physically near
overload or distress. You may need some "ear
valves" for stress reduction during this exam
period such as physical activity, ventillating *' tr
friends, getting "sllly'Vplayful and finding tlmew
laugh. Housing staff and student services start,
including myself, are available to help diffuse
intense stress. In summary, distress can usuf
prevented by attention to sleep, nutrition, bal
of mental and physical activities, and aw«
stress build up. Good luck with finals!
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Music

THE WHO ROCKS ORLANDOl

Words: Duke i

THE WHO, WHO, WHO, WHC
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHC
WHO, WHO, WHO, WHO, WHC
WHO,
WHO,
Park Avenue Records
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
WHO,
The rumor spread like wild fire, and it
wasn't long before Rolling Stone
confirmed it. An era was about to die. The
WHO were on their last tour. One of the
few survivors of the british invasion of
the mid-sixties, the WHO have been one
of the most durable rock acts in history.
And why shouldn't they be? Their straight
ahead, clean cut, and simple form of rock
and roll with its strong blues influence is
the kind of music that has had audiences
jumping since it first appeared so many
years ago.
Ever since that tragic night In
Cincinnati three years ago when eleven
WHO fans were trampled to death, WHO
concerts have been surrounded with a
certain aura of apprehention. Would the
tragedy occur again? This is a question
that everyone sees in the popular press.
Like vultures, they seem to enjoy violence
and death. Fortunately they didn't have
the chance to scream and swoop at the
rock and roll generation this time. The
WHO were met be record crowds all over
the nation, and their November 27 date at
the T-Bowl in Orlando was no exception.
Sixty four thousand fans, a record for any
event at the T-bowl, managed to enjoy the
day's triple bill without any major
incidents. The day of the concert
dawned with near perfect weather.
Crowds started milling around the T-Bowl
as early as 9:30 a.m., a good six and a half
hours before the first warm-up band was
scheduled to go on. Early concert goers
were not bored however. An abundance of
vendors, police and media people were
around to keep things interesting.
The opening act was Joan Jett and
Blackhearts. The crowd seemed to enjoy
the show, which consisted mostly of old
R&B tunes that have been metalized.
Joan's sough voice and tough guitar licks
Jed the solid well practiced group through

a clean set and gave each song that
unique "back alley" sound for which the
Blackhearts are so well known.
The B-52's were the next group up.
There is no telling just what was in the
promoter's mind when he stuck this new,
very punk, band on the bill with two very
basic rock groups. Regardless of what he
had up his sleeve, things sure didn't turn
outright. A small platoon of punk
enthusiasts started to get funky down at
the fifty yard line, no problem with that,
ibut a bunch ofyaahoos nearby just
wouldn't leave well enough alone. Hot
words and a few shoves were exchanged,
but nothing serious took place between
fans. The crowd, all 64 thousand, started
what amounted to wholesale harrassment
>of the band members. Anything that
wasn't bolted down was thrown in the
general direction of the stage, and was
followed by verbal abuse, both in english
and sign language for those with hearing
problems. The behavior of the crowd was
rude and childish, but a good deal of
blame for the way they acted rests on the
shoulders of the promoter. This act
should not have been on the bill. The B52's left the stage after only four songs.
When the WHO finally hit the stage,
just after dusk, the audience was more
than ready to rock. My Generation, the
opening tune cleared away any doubts
that the WHO were getting "old". The set
consisted mostly of old tunes, with only
one or two token cuts from their new
album. Rodger Daltreyand Pete
Townsend displayed the kind of energy in
their playing that has kept the WHO vital
for so many years. Rodger was In great
shape, both physically and musically, he
didn't stand still for a moment.
Townshend and his "orbiting arm " layed
down good solid licks, proving that no
amound of drugs or booze can dull his

mastery of the guitar. John Entwistle's
bass pounded through loud and clear,
occasionally stealing a line from Pete's
racing guitar.
The "Ox"as he Is called, Entwistle
is perhaps the coolest member of the
band. He never moved more than four feet
in any direction, no matter how much
Rodger and Pete jumped around. The
drummer, Kenney Jones never missed a
beat and was the perfect complement to
Entwistle's bass. Tim Gorman, made a
set of cameo appearances on keyboards
and played flawlessly. The over all sound
of the band was great, very tight, and very
professional. The set featured Long Live
Rock, Tommy, and finished up with Magic
Bus.
The special effects of this show are
worth particular note. An enormous video
screen was suspended above the stage
by crane, allowing everyone in the T-Bowl
a "front row" view of the band. Infinite
amounts of servo driven spot and flood
lights scanned the sky, the crowd, and the
stage. After the last strains of Magic Bus
had echoed away, and the band had left
the stage for the final time, a barage of
fire-works lasting about 15 minutes, and
costing many thousands of dollars split
the night sky. What a way to go I
Let's hope that that is the way the
WHO is always remembered. As the band
that went out when they were at their
best, rather than waiting for the
embarassing decay. After seventeen
years together the decision has been
made to lay the WHO to rest. It is a pity to
let such a talented group dissolve, but we
will surely be seeing a host of solo
projects be the band members, so all is
not lost. The WHO will always be, only the
band will be no more. You can't kill a
legend. Long live rock!

NEW ARRIVALS

Springsteen
Todd Rungren and Utopia
Hall and Oates
Men At Work
Jimmy Cliff
English Beat
Joe Jackson
Donald Fagen
Billy Joel
Aerosmith

•

•

Nebraska
Utopia
H20
Business As Usual
Special
Secret Service
Night and Day
Night Fly
Nylon Curtain
A Rock and a Hard Place

10-6 Mon.-Sat.

528 PARK AVENUE SOUTH

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

629-5293
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Dear "Acting",
Sorry, but it is the policy of this paper to present
all views. If you don't like it here, I'm sure your next
job will be that much more rewarding.

Dear Tim,
Sounds a little far-fetched, but I'll be thinking as
hard as I can.

Alice

Alice

i

A...

SNM
Dear Mike,
Division 3? Come now. A school your size that
can't field a better basketball team than you have
doesn't deserve me.
Alice

Thank you for the new library, but now can you
give us some books? Here is the rest of my list. For
Christmas, could we have:
—Amnesty for the psyche animals
—25 cent rubbing alcohol in the pub
—covered parking spaces for our outrageously
expensive cars
—6,000 new lounge chairs for the pool
—windows for Bush
—a student owned and operated radio station (oh
well, maybe next year).
—another black student
—.357 magnums for campus safety
—guns for the RA's
— Herpes for the Greeks (oh no, they got that last
year from Pinehurst).
—capital punishment for students caught with
paraphenalia
—shoes for Hoyt Edge
—an increase in faculty salaries if, and only if, they
shut up and teach
—men's rush at Dr. Barry Levis' house (b.y.o.k.,
that's "keg")
—a lame duck for Dean Goddu
—a freshman class
—an American Express card for Provost Robert
Marcus

Also, please:
—move the pub to Wyoming
—remove the number 7 from the decimal system

Jl VI
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"NICKELS," continued from pg. 6

"GREECE," continued from p g . 6
to the quality of instruction, and an economy
unable to absorb the annual crop of graduates.
Technical schools are nearly non-existent. A
plumber makes in many cases more per month
than a qualified branch bank manager.
Mr. Popandreau promised automatic wage
increases, tripling of agricultural pensions which
would lead to increases in inflation. He believes
that he will succeed in lowering inflation by raising
Droduction, increasing exports, reducing tax
3vasion and improving efficiency in the public and
private sector. To succeed in these policies he will
have to overcome a system which has haunted
Greece since its independence from Turkey in 1829,
the system of rousfeti or patronage which is
involved in every aspect of life. Every government
up to now has promised to eliminate this plague
but no one has managed to subdue it. Two years
before his election when Andreas was asked he
said: "I don't think I can eradicate it. It's too deeply
rooted in the society." If you are a businessman
who wants to do business in Greece successfully,
efficiently and quickly when dealing with the
ministry of trade he will have to know the husband
of his secretary who has a sister-in-law whose
cousin knows the ex-wife of his brother who knows
this person who has married the Minister's private
secretary. Then you will be assured to have solved
your problems in a couple of hours. Otherwise the
time and money you have spent running around will
totally dissappoint you.
No one in Greece today seems too satisfied with
the situation. The hardcore socialists still,
however, have not given up. They preach, "time will
give Andreas justice." One thing, however, can be
said. Andreas' policy is as inconsistent as Ronald
Reagan's. Nobody can predict their next moves.

greater financial capacity. In addition,
the Reagan administration contends
that this is not truly a tax, rather, it
euphanistically refers to it as a "user
fee." Well, this "user fee"seems also to
be regressive. Poor members of our
society who dirve automobiles that are
not mechanically fit because financial
limitations impede their ability to
properly service their cars use a
disproportionate high amount of fuel
relative to the amount of miles they
travef on public roads.
The purpose of this argument is not
to sway emotions through a liberal
tirade on the inequities of society,
rather, it is to state that alternatives
which would be more advantageous to
society than a tax increase of gasoline
do exist. The government should
increase the tax upon alcohol, the
consumable type, instead of hiking the
federal tax on gasoline. A strong
political lobby has managed to keep the
alcohol tax rate immune from
increases. Tax rates on alcohol are
quite low in comparison to many other
products. Maybe it is fair to call tax
increases on such products as alcohol
and tobacco "sin taxes" but it is far
more important to realize these
commodities to be luxuries, not
necessities. Consequently, this tax is
paid by those individuals who choose to
purchase alcohol and in doing so tacitly
accept that they are financially able to
pay the tax increase. Perhaps President
Reagan could euphanistically call such
a measure an "Indirect user fee"
because drunk drivers destroy both
lives and public property on our
roadways.

wsu

An alternative which would reap the
benefits of both increased public works
programs and improved highways
without the cost of increased taxes
would not require an increase in taxes.
No, it is not the LBJ or FDR solution of
"out of sight, out of mind" public
financing. This economic "free lunch"
is the repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act.
This piece of "progressive" legislation
guarantees all workers on federal work
projects the prevailing wage.
The prevailing wage is legally defined
to be the wage which union workers receive in a market which limits the
number of laborers and thereby forces up
the level of salaries. Repeal of the DavisBacon Act would not only mean that all
federal work projects would be less expensive, it would also mean that unemployed individuals could be put back to
work on new projects with the funds that
had been saved. If this solution sounds
too good to be true, you are right. The
Democratic Congress would not repeal
this Act because that would involve
biting the hand, labor unions, which
feeds the Democratic Party.
It cannot be assumed that a positive
answer to the question of "why"
necessarily means that it logically
follows that "how" must be good. If job
creation legislation is necessary, a
point which is a topic in Itself, the
means for generating the revenue for
such a program must be closely
examined. Increased gas taxes cannot
be considered to be wise because they
finance jobs, instead, they must be
examined critically with regard to both
their costs and benefits for the nation.
A steep increase in the tax upon alcohol
or the repeal of the Davis-Bacon Act
seem to this author to be answers of
how this program should be financed.
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CLASSIFIEDS
Typist • I will type your papers
on an IBM Selectric for $1 per
page. Call Emily at 644-0037.
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EARN/SAVE MONEY as co-op marketing member,/No product rjsale, inventory
or meetings./Great mail-order potential.
Call 678-5525.
** LETTERS* *REPORTS** RESUMES
Professional word processing services
available for all your typing needs.
Editing service for. small added fee.
Call JUDY'S BUSINESS SERVICE,
671-0312.
Typing Term Papers, Resumes, Letters,
take Gregg short-hand, dictation Quick
and accurate, 7 days a week $5 minimum,
Pick-up, deliver for small fee. Marjorie 671-1456.
Fast, Accurate Typing. Reasonable
Rates. Call Peggy or Fran at 896-9384
from 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Monday-Friday.

TYPIST AVAILABLE
Lives near Rollins, call Jeffri Lawhun at work 894-
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ANNIE RUSSELL THEATRE
DECEMBER 9, 10, 11, 1982 / 8:00 p.m
December 11 — 2:00 p.m. matinee

Call 646-2145
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